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Abstract
In this study, a 2-D MHD free convection incompressible electrically induced
boundary layer analysis on a water/nano-fluidic mixture. The ODE solution is
numerically analyzed with a Runge-Kutta model as the thermophysical properties on a magnetic variation as well as temperature ranges of buoyancy effects on the T and V profiles and the wall force friction on the flow is also studied. The temperature and velocity gradients have a significant differential
change is been observed in this study.
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1. Introduction
The device designs have been developed recently specially for moving surfaces in
fluid flow over different ranges of geometry and magnetic/electrical effects.
Many researchers worked on the moving sheet flow boiling and numerical analysis with solutions for the governing equations of heat and mass transfer [1]. It is
found through some of the mentioned studies that V ratios and other parameters influenced heat transfer results. Other scientists studied the effect of the
moving sheets on both flow boiling and its thermal variation in comparison to
the flow entrance and exits [2]. The buoyancy forces along the flow values of Re
in conjunction with the Gr values as well as Pr values were analyzed on the
thermal physical variation effects on the magnetic influence over different mixtures in evaluation of the thermal conductivity on a laminar incompressible flow
over a moving sheet of aluminum [3].
Other studies showed that the shear stress of the wall increased with increase
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of flow rates and the effect of MHD boundary layer on the flow with a moving
sheet of aluminum with different flow velocity parameters [4]. The laminar BL
flow of a water/nano-fluidic mixture over a semi-infinite surface has been studied and analyzed for a free convection effect on an aluminum moving surface
[5]. The results showed that the moving surface on a flow characteristic was dependent on the buoyancy effects over the laminar BL and the free convection effect on the surface contact with the mixture versus other research work where
the aluminum surfaces moved in the opposite direction [6]. It was found
through these studies that the free convection had effects over the moving surface with also heat transfer radiation effect as well but, yet the free convection
effects had a better yielding result then compared to forced convection [7]. The
present study investigates the magnetic effect and the T/buoyancy variations on
the free convection variables with a moving aluminum surface with a water/nano-fluidic mixture [8].
M. M. Sarafraz also investigated the flow boiling parameters in conjunction
with the heat characteristics of metal oxide on an array of nanotubes made of
carbon and the use of nano-fluids in annulus heat exchanger. Variations of different heat transfer conditions were done experimentally to evaluate the HTC
and thermal fouling resistance in conjunction with different heat fluxes, mass
concentrations of the nano-fluids. He also prepared the nano-fluids, multiwalled carbon nanotubes, alumina and copper oxide nanoparticles were dispersed into deionized water. The thermal conductivity was measured and taken
against published work and it resulted in an increase of its thermal conductivity
and boiling thermal performance and a decrease of the fouling resistance as
compared to other nano-fluids. Similarly, the boiling performance for the nanofluids in the array of carbon tubes was found intensified when the concentrations of the mixture was increased, finally the experimental htc was verified
against other published correlations [9].
Nucleate pool boiling HTC were measured during pool boiling of the mixtures of Citric acid/water on a horizontal heated Cylinder by M. M. Sarafraz et

al. Results were found for the pool boiling HTC at different flow parameters with
mixtures of citric acid water and available correlations were compared and some
of them were not exactly compared well as based model on Stephan-Kroner were
found to be verified, furthermore, the bubble growth showed that nucleation
density is a function of heat flux [10].
Salari et al. also worked on the potential application of nano-fluids as a cooling agent of high heat flux surfaces. Their work was based on the experimentation of the HTC of Titana aqueous nano-fluids against variations of temperature
and heat/mass fluxes. Variant fluxes of heat/mass concentrations of the nano-fluids were studied for the boiling characteristics on a copper surface at different subcooled T. It was found that the HTC increases as compared to the base
fluid as well the heat/mass concentrations of the nano-particles can only affect
the pool boiling HTC at subcooled T can also affect the bubble growth. Salari et
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al. observed that fouling formation of the nano-particles has affected the intensity of the bubble dynamics due to the intensity of nucleation sites in the boiling
surface [11].

2. Results and Discussion
The flow parameters and its analysis is given in the solution through defining
the figure model of the system that deals with a 2-D MHD boundary layer, electrically conductive viscous constant density assumption through the flow boiling
condition with continuity, momentum, and energy equation solution of the first
order laminar flow condition, but in this particular analysis the nonlinear ordinary differential equation will be guided through the assumed ignition conditions with an adaption of the Runge-Kutta model as this technique provides discretizing of the solution for the variable BC. Large values are effective of the
boundary conditions with a solution for the domain which satisfies the solution
type expected for a 2-D model. Furthermore, stability and step size iteration solution model were consistent and for the solution of the nonlinear equations it is
transformed into 1st ODE as there are 3 conditions for the boundary to define
the variable initial conditions. For the adaptive solution method for the RK is
taken with an iteration to account for the error control on the adjustment increments which approximately at an initial step size of h equals to 0.04.
A computational solution is presented in Figure 1, for the concentrations, velocities, and the shear forces on the flow gradients against constant values of the

Figure 1. Thermal effects with different flow boiling parameters
over a vertical flow contours with gradients of temperature currents along the wall with the RK model.
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magnetic dimensions as well as the operation temperature of the buoyancy at Pr
number greater than 7 with the Al/water nano-fluidic mixture at an ambient
temperature of 30 degrees C. The variable considered has been modeled to
presents the T of buoyancy against the flow boiling measures with different profile concentrations and through controlling the velocity into a decrease as well as
the shear forces with an increase of the magnetic values.
Both the magnetic effects on the flow and temperatures were increased with a
gradient and were evaluated with a decrease of the magnetic effects with incremental values as it showed an effect on the velocity of the flow against the natural convective values as well as the shear forces and the concentration values. It
is found that the velocity increases with increase of natural convective currents
and the same can be observed through the shear forces as is demonstrated in

Figure 2. The effect of the natural convection gradient on the wall temperatures.
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Figure 2. Therefore, the temperature ranges against the convective profiles were
also observed as it is found that the temperatures significantly increased with increase of the natural convective effects such as buoyancy.

3. Conclusion
A derived aluminum surface with various velocities against magnetic and natural
convective effect on a nano-fluidic flow boiling is presented as the nonlinear
PDE are solved to present a nonlinear ODE model using similarity manipulation
and finding a solution numerically by the RK 5th order of the frictional coefficients and the shear forces. It is found that increasing the magnitude of the
magnetic effects decrease both V and the shear forces against the wall and brings
and enhancing effect on friction and temperatures. The shear forces in the other
hand are affected against both the temperature and magnetic gradients. The
temperatures of the natural convection effects increase with increase of the flow
parameters and the shear force on the wall and the friction coefficient and temperature variables decreased.
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